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1. Introduction 
1.1 
Our aim is to give a wide generalization of the classical results asserting that 
n-ary direct-product decompositions A = & x Bz X l l l x B, of an R-module A 
[resp. of a ring (with identity) A] are in bijection with families e = (er, . . . , e,,) of 
endomorphisms of A [resp. of central elements of A] which satisfy 
el+- - l +e, = 1, 
e2 = e,, &es =0 force #p. 
(1.1) 
(1 l 2) 
Let SQ be a category admitting n-fold products fccc all cardinals n less than some 
regular cardinal 8, which may be the cardinal of tt,e universe; and fiix on some tl 
with 1 <n < 8. An object of the power-category 3” is an n-indexed family B = 
(B&En of objects B, of d, and the diagonal func?c r A : d-, 95”. has as right adjoint 
the product functor l7: S@ n+ & sending B to P’lB = JT,,, 13,. We write: P = (F, 8, p) 
for the monad on J& induced by this adjunction; it-; functor-part P = NA is given by 
PA = A”, and the components SA : A’$ A” and EL,*, : A”x” + 4” are respectively the 
diagonal map and the map induced by the diagonal n + n x IF. This is the nth-power 
monad. 
We write ~4’ for the category of P-algebras and @ : ~8” + dp for the comparison 
functor, which is the canonical ifting of II: d” + S# through the forge:tful sPp + 
A P-algebra (A, e) is an object A of 98 together with a single n-aq operation 
e : A” +A satisfying the equational axioms 
e(a,a ,..., a)=a, (l-3) 
Mall, a12,. . . , ad, e(a21, a22, . . . , a2A. l l ) 4ad, an2,. A., ad) 
= e(aal, a22, . . . v h); (1 A) 
* The first author gratefully acknowledges the support of an Australian Research Grant. 
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and for B E ti” the P-algebra CPB is (A, e) where A = IIB and where e is given by 
e((hl, b12,. . , hd, @?I, b22, . . - , bz,), l . . , (bn 1, bn2, . . .’ hd) 
= (611, b22, . . . , b,,); (1.5) 
here it is of course only for simplicity that we have written as if n were finite, and 
used the “formal language of elements” as an alternative to the categorical 
language of projections. 
In the cases where & is R-modules or rings and y1 is finite, an action e : A” + A is 
given by components ecr :A +A, and (1.3)’ (1.4) reduce to (l.l), (1.2); the classical 
results may be expressed by saying that, in these cases, @ is an equivalence of 
categories. In general no such reduction of e to components e, is possible, and we 
must deal directly with the n-ary operation e; however we shall show that it remains 
true for many categories J& and usually for infinite as well as finite ra, that 4p is an 
’ equivalence of categories. Note that when it is so, the criterion for indecom- 
posability of A, which in the classical cases is the absence of (appropriate) idem- 
potents other than 0 and 1, becomes the absence of actions e : A2 + A (taking n = 2) 
other than the two projections. 
1.2 
An analysis of the problem, however, soon shows that the class of categories & 
for which @ is an equivalence is quite heavily, restricted; and that we get a larger 
class, stable under many more operations, if we demand a little less of @. 
For instance, when ~4 is sets and n = 2, if we write xy for the value e(X, y) of 
e : A2+A, the axioms (1.3) and (1.4) are equivalent o 
XX =x, (XY )z =x(yz)=xz; 
an A with such a structure may be called a middle-ignoring semigroup. Every 
decomposition A = B1 x Bz gives, as in (l.S), such a structure on A by (& 1, b12) 
(bzl, bz2)= (bll, bz2); and in fact every such structure on A arises thus from a 
unique decomposition, except when A is the empty set 0. This last has many 
decompositions 0 =: Bl x 0 = 0 x B 2, all of which give rise to thle same (the 
unique) middle-ignoring semigroup structure on 0. Thus here !;ci is not an 
equivalence; but it becomes one if we modify d2 by discarding those pairs (BI, B2) 
where one is empty and the other not. 
In general, define &Fe, c .S,“,, c JJ” to be the full subcategories of J$” deter- 
mined by those B for which the projections qQ :HB + B, are retractions [resp. 
regular epimorphisms, =coequalizers]. The diagonal functor A : d + al” lands in 
&& and hence in .J$:~,, and considered as a functor to one of these it still has a right 
adjoint, namely the restriction of 67. These new adjunctions still give the same 
monad P on &, and the new comparison functors QrCt : s@:,, + 39’ and CD, : A?& + 
dp are just the restrictions of @. 
It follows from Proposition 2.1 and Lemma 2 .:! below that Greg is always fully 
faithful, so that it is an equivalence precisely when It is effectively (that is, to within 
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isomorphism) surjective on objects. Since .# :& is closed under isomorphs in &$,, it 
follows that eret is an equivalence only when Q5reg is an equivalence and &$, is all 
of &&. It furtfier follows from the same results th!t Q) is an, equivalence only when 
@,, is an equivalence and-+$, isallof >,4-&,_ M~t~“~~~Cit~~~~-=.~~,~~~~~li%-anti~only 
if & is pointed, provided-d has an initial object (since ,aP, adm.ittin,g prod&+ up to 
some regular cardinal, certainly .admits .a termin@ object). * . ~ ~ _ i, 1 ._ 
So the “right” thing to study is Q, ,mg‘;, ,and _if this is an equivalence_ wesay that J& 
admits algebraic recognitipn of prtxi~cts, .or is ARP (for the given .n ; but in most of 
our examples it will be for all n). Necessary and suffi$ent conditions for it to+ be so 
are provided by Beck’s monadicity theorem; but these are of Iittle directhelp, since 
to apply them to &*: &&, + & involves the .prior solution of difhcult problems 
about the behaviour of products and coequalizers in the particular Se. Our more 
modest aim is to delineate whole classes of categories & which are ARP, and to 
point out some operations which preserve this property. If our main interest is in 
those & for which Cp itself is an equivalence, we find, them as those ARP categories 
in which &$, is all of J#‘. . 
1.3 
We now sketch our main results about hese classes, leaving the details for the 
text below. In these examples. the property of king ARP is for all n unless 
otherwise stated. 
It is trivial that a functor-category J# is ARP if JX? is. 
If & is the dual of a category, such as sets or topological spaces, in which 
coproducts are universal and disjoint, it is trivial that ,S is ARP and that Qi itself is 
as equivalence. 
If we suppose that idempotents split in &, then & i I ARP with &&, = && if andi 
only if supports split in &. (The “if” part of this is i *I effect Theorem 2 of Barr [ 11; 
although e imposes completeness and cocompleter toss on & which we don? want 
to do, his proof really uses no more than the splittin_g ofidempotents.) This applies 
for instance to the categories ofsets, of categories, oftopological spaces, of uniform 
spaces, of compact hausdorff spaces, and so on. 
It applies further to any pointed I’ll in which idempotents split, and here @ itself is 
an equivalence. For example, both the category of groups and its dual; or the 
homotopy category of pointed connected (ZW-complexes and its dual. (It is to 
include such examples as this latter that we aln(aoid completeness hypotheses; we give 
as an appendix in Section 4 a proof, kindly provided by J.F. Adams, that lidem- 
potents do in fact split in this ‘highly-incomplete c!tegory.) Even in the cbtse of 
additive categories,_ the truth of the result for infinite it. may be unfamiliar. 
If supports and idempotents split in &, the category sQT of algebras for a monad 
T on G$ is ARP; as is, the category &” of algebras for a Lawvere-Linton theor 
(which in general may not be monadic over ~6). ‘Examples when 
semigroups, rings, and commutative C*-algebras (the clual of compact hausdorff 
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spaces). This case of algebras over sets has been studied by Coppey [2], who asserts 
that @ itself is an equivalence here; this is true when the theory has nullary 
operations and hence no empty algebras, but is false in general. Examples wh :re d 
is topological spaces [resp. categories] are topological rings [resp. monoidal closed 
categories]. 
Certain categories of relational systems and partial algebras based on SQ are ARP 
if & is. An example is the category whose objects are sets bearing a binary relation 
and whose morphisms are functions taking related elements to related elements. 
In spite of what is beginning to look like an impressive list of positive results, 
there are also negative ones. If & is the category of rings, it is algebraic over sets, 
and hence ARP; but supports do not split in J& Therefore we cannot apply the 
result of the last paragraph but one to conclude that dT is ARP for a monad T on 
&; and in fact this may be false even when T is an idempotent monad with rank. In 
other words there is a full reflective subcategory (with rank) of the category of rings 
which is not ARP. Again, the category of sets-with-a-binary-relation of the last 
paragraph as the full reflective subcategory determined by the objects in which the 
relation is transitive; and this is not ARP. Both of these counter-examples are 
locally presentable categories. In view of positive results in highly incomplete 
catt gories and negative ones in locally presentable categories, we confess ourselves 
unable to see any general pattern. 
Finally, the necessary and sufficient conditions given by the Beck ‘monadicity 
theorem admit considerable simplifications when n is finite. Either using these, or 
by a more direct argument, we can conclude that a Cartesian closed & with 
coequalizers is ARP for finite n. We have no proof here for infinite n, but no 
counter-example ither. Lore generally, Ss is ARP for finite n if reflexive pairs 
have coequalizers preserved by - x A. 
2. General analysis of the problem 
2.1 
Because of our desire to avoid completeness hypotheses, we begin with some 
simple abstract considerations about “local” or “partial” adjoints. 
Suppose given a functor @ : 93 + 8’. If for a given E in 8’ the functor sending B to 
8(E, @B) admits a representation @(??Z, B)= 64(E, @U3) with characteristic map 
TE : E + @PE, so that each g : E -) @B is Qif* qE for a unique f: IliE + B, we call 
!4% the free object on E with respect to @; on the full subcategory of % where it 
exists, p provides a partial adjoint to @; when it exists globally it is a left adjoint to 
Q, with slnit ‘p7 : 1 + @V’. 
When PQiB exists we have the map &B : ?P@B + B corresponding to the identity 
map 1: @B + QiB and determined by @&B l ?jaB = 1; when p exists globally 
E : ?P@ + 1 is the counit of the adjunction. Write 3* for the full subcategory of @, 
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closed under isomorphs, determined by those B for which ?PQiB exists and EB is an 
isomorphism; and write @* : ii@* + iiS for the restriction of @ to 9#*. We leave to the 
reader the easy proof of: 
,, 
I ( i ” _ - 
Proposition 2.1. @* : 99* + 8 is always fully faithful; it is an iqtiivaleke if and 
only if !P exists globally and q : 13 @P is an isomurphism. When this is so !P 
takes its values iur 3”; and the resulting map ?P*: 8 + SW@, whose composite with 
48* c 48 is Y, is an equivalence-inverse of @*. Moreover S* is then coreflective in 
48 with counit &B : !P@B + B. If @ itserf is an equivalence, then 45” is an equivalence 
and a* =9. El 
2.2 
Before applying the above to our case of Qi : d” + dp we settle some points of 
notation. A map f : C + B in &” is a family (fa : C, + B,),,,, of maps in &, and is 
sent by n to the map H’=I’pk far : IE + IIB in J& In particular a map f : AA + B in 
J$’ is a family (fa : A + B,),,,, and for the image of this under the adjunction A-III 
we write f : A + 17B ; the common practice of %writing f for this last would conflict 
with our notation. Note that T= I?f l &A, or equally for = 4$ where qa : HB -) 63, are 
the projections. 
For an object ,4 of J$ we tend to use pa : A” + A for the cu-th projection. In this 
notation the component JU,+ : (A”)” + A” of h admits ?he alternative description 
EiCA = HP- (2.1) 
The axioms (1.3), (1.4) for an action e :A” +A become 
and the description (1.5) of the action e on QiB = (I7.H, e) becomes, if qa : RB + Bcl 
are again the projections, 
e=lIq. (2-4) 
Now return to the situation of 0 2.1, replacing @ : 93 + $ by @ : dn + dp. By the 
general theory of monads, P(A, e) exists precisely when, for each (Y, the maps e and 
pa admit a coequalizer as in 
A ?I-% -+ A-C,; (2.3 
Pa sa 
then P(A, e) is the object C = (CQ) of J#‘, and q(A,e): (A, e)+ @P(A, e) is given by 
?&&e) = i : A + nC, (2.Q) 
which is automatically a homomorphism of algebras. 
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Observe that 
s’e=lZs:A”+17C, (2.7) 
since the cu-th component s,e : A” + C& of Se is equal by (2.5) to s,p,, which is the 
cu-th component of 17s. 
k!ma 2.2. VC’hen fhe coequalizers sa exist, q(A,e) = s’ is an isomorphism ifand only 
if the result 
of applying L! to the family (2.5) is again a coequalizer diagram. 
Proof. Since nt: = PA by (2.1), we know by the general theory of manads that 
is a split coequalizer diagram; the result now follows by (2.7). C 
Now take A = @B, and observe that (2.4) may be written as the equality of the 
composites in 
A- .;A-Ba, (23 
Pa 4a 
If ?P@B exists, comparison of (2.9) w:th the cobqualizer diagram (2.5) gives 
4a = t&a 
for unique ta : Co + Bc,. Clearly 
Eg:P@B+Bist:c+B. 
(2.10) 
(2.11) 
Lemma 2.3. WIB exists with &B an isomorphism if and only if B lies in &&,. 
Proof. “Only if” is immediate from (2.10) and (2.11) since, when ta is an iso- 
morphism, qa is a coequalizer since sa is. For the “if” part it suffices to show that 
(2.9) is already a coequalizer diagram when (A, e) = @I? with B in J$&. 
Identify A = L?I? with Ba x D where D = II&,BB, and identify A” with B,” X 
D”. The kernel-pair of qa is clearly 
where ~1, ~2: D x D + D are the projections. Being a regular epimorphism, qcr is 
therefore the coequalizer of 1 x u1 and 1 x u2. We complete the proof by producing 
a retraction h : Ban x D” + Ba x D x D whose composites with 1 X u1 and 1 x ~42 are 
respectively the e and the pa of (2.9). 
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Using element-language, let x E B,” with components X,E B, for y E n, and let 
y ED” with components y, E D for y E IZ, these yv themselves having com- 
ponents yra E & for p # CY. Then define h(x, y) to be (x~, Z, yp) E Ba x D x D, 
where z ED is defined by zs = y~g for &+& &Sarly h&as ‘~~~-desip~~:cdnmljbsit~s 
with 1 x u1 and 1 x ktz; and we get a right inverse for it by sending (u, t, W)E 
B, x D x D to (x, Y)E 8,” x D” where X; = ‘tr for all 7% where y& =‘w; and .where 
yB=z forpfcw. U / . , . ., I 
. ” 
In the following main theorem we include for completeness the Beck criterion 
(cf. [9] Ch. VI), although in practice the other criteria dare nearly always easier to 
apply- 
Theorem 2.4. @,, : d,neg +dp is always fully faithfz41. In order for it to be an 
equivalents (that is, for & to be ARP) any one of the forrOwing conditions is necessary 
and suficien t : 
(a) For every algebra (A, e) the coequalizers in (2.5) exist and S : A + IIC is an 
isomorphism. 
(b) For every algebra (A, e) the coequalizers in (2.5) exist and IIs is the coequal- 
izer of en and IIp in (2.8). 
’ (c) If maps f, g: L+M in ti&, are such that Iljj IIg:IIL 4I.M have a split 
coequalizer, then for each tx the pair for, g, : L, + Mh have a coequalizer h, : M;, + N4) 
and IIh is the coequalizor of plf and IIg. 
When these are satisfied the equivalence-inverse to Qres is P seen as landing in Sa&, 
and sending (A, e) to C given by the coequalizers (2.5). ITzen &k, is core,flective in 
& with counit &B : !P@B + B. 
# : d” + dp [resp. 45,: calrF=, + Sep] is an equivalence if and only if & is ARP and 
JG, = 4P [resp. &L, = && 1. 
Proof. The last assertion was discussed in 5 1.2; ever-thing else except (c) follows 
from Proposition 2.1, Lemma 2.2, and Lemma 2.3- For the sufficiency of (c) 
observe that it implies (b) when we take fo, gar to be the pair e, pa in (2.5); for dA 
and d (A”) certainly lie in & &, and en and Ilp have a s,plit coequalizer as we saw in 
the proof of Lemma 2.2. As for its necessity, Beck’s theorem would give that f, g 
have a coequalizer h in JJ@:& with I7h the coequalizer of IIf and Hg; but since dzp 
is coreflective intin, h is also the coequalizer of f and g in SQ”, which is to say that 
h, is the coequalizer of f4 and g,, in ~4. U 
2.3 
We end this section by getting two simple results out of the way. Since such limits 
and colimits as exist in d are computed pointwise in a functor category &x7 the 
criterion (a) of Theorem 2.4 gives at once: 
If d is ARP so is the functor-category ~4%. U 
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We also leave to the reader the easy proof of; 
Proposition 2.6. & is ARP and @ itself is an equivalence if in the dual of J# 
coproducts are universal and disjoint. Cl 
(In fact in such categories the result is quite trivial; axiom (1.4) for an action is a 
consequence of (1.3), and an elementary argument serves in place of Theorem 2.4. 
Note that in compact hausdorff spaces only finite coproducts are universal, so that 
the above result proves the dual category to be ARP only for finite n ; yet in fact it is 
ARP for all n since it is monadic over sets.) 
3. Categories where supports split, and algebras over these 
3.1 
We write i for the terminal object of &; confusion with the use of 1 for identity 
maps is unlikely. We say that supports split in & if, for each A, the unique map 
A -) 1 is of the form jr with j monomorphic and I a retraction. When this is so any 
two maps f, g : D + A, since they have equal composites with A * 1, also have equal 
composites with r, and hence equal composites with w = ir, where i is any right 
inverse of r. Thus: 
Lemma 3.1. If supports split in J& each object A has an endomorphism w such that 
wf=wgforanyf,g:D+A. 0 
Clearly supports split in d if Se is pointed, for then A + 1 is itself a retraction. 
More generally, they split: if, for every object A that is not a subobject of 1, there is 
a map 1 -, A ; thus in such categories as sets, partially-ordered sets, categories, 
topological spaces, unif0r.m spaces, compact hausdorff spaces. They do not split in 
the duals of any of these; they do not split in the category of rings; and they do not 
split in the functor-category 9’” where 9 is sets and X has two objects 0,l and two 
non-identity arrows 0 + 1. On the other hand the simple sufficient condition above 
is far from necessary; it is not satisfied in the category of pairs (A, A’) of sets with 
A’ c A, yet supports plit here. We shall need: 
ema 3.2. If for each A there is a retraction r : A + E such that rpl = rp2 where 
pl, p2 : A2 + A are the projections, then supports split in J@. 
mof. Suppose that ri = I.- It suffices to prove that the unique map j : E -), 1 is a 
monomorphism. Let f, g : D + E with jf = jg. Define h : D + A2 by plh = if, pzh = ig. 
From rpj. = rp2 we get f = g. [3 
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3.2 
By a splitting for an ordered pair f, g : L + M in SQ we shall mean a map v : M + L 
satisfying 
I* . #. 7_ .‘_‘> -_> I 
gu=l, fvf =fvg- 
, I,. ,I . _* i., * :‘;(3;1)- 
Men idempotents split in J$, in the sense that every idempotent endomorphism rain 
SQ has a factorization e = ir where ti = 1 (called a ,rplitt&g of, e), the existence of a 
splitting (3J) for $, g implies that these have a split coequalizer; we have only to 
split the idempotent fv as fv = w$ with hw = 1 to get the split coequ&erequations 
hf = hg, hw = 1, gtr = 1, fv = wh, 
Recall that ideimpotents split if & admits equalizers or coequalizers, ‘but in many 
other cases too: see [3] and Section 6 below. 
3.3 
We need one more lemma, which we express in element-notation a d “as if’” n 
were finite, for simplicity: 
Lemma 3.3. For any algebrir (A, e), if a = (al, . . . , a& A” and if xzu . . . , xn E A 
we have 
. . 
444, x2,. . . v xn)= dal, x2,. . e 9 x,3. (3.2) 
Proof. First use (1.3) to replace xcu on the left of (3.2) by e (x,, xcr, . . . , x,), and t’nen 
use (1.4). C! 
Theorem 3.4, When idempotents split in d, the followi ng are equivalent: 
(a) For all n, & is ARP with ~4;~ = &&,. 
(b) Supports split in JC 
In this case the coequalizers (2.5) are split. 
Proof. Given (a), take n = 2 and consi,der the action e = p1 : A2 + A, By hypothesis 
the coequalizers sa in (2.5) exist and give a product-decomposition ,A = Cl x C2, 
and are moreover retractions; here we are using Theorem 2.4(a), In particular s2 is 
a retraction with s2p2 = sze, =szpl; whence.supports split by Lemma 3.2. 
Given (b), it suffices to prove that e and pa in (2.5) have a split coequalizer sd; for 
then, since split coequalizers are absolute, Us is the coequalizer of en and Dp, 
whence JJQ is ARP by Theorem 2,4(b); and && = J&& since V takes all its values 
in J&&, Since idempotents split, it suffices by $*3,2 to- give-a splitting for’the pair es 
PW 
For simplicity, speak ,as if n> were ffinite, use element-language, and take Q! = 3. 
Let the splitting be u’ :A + A” with components Q : A-+ A. The first equathn af 
(3.1) becomes pl0 = 1 and thus 01 = 1. The second equation of (3. l), ~v~~u 
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lz=(c&..., a,) E A “, becomes 
e@(a), v2(44), n . . ? vJe(a)))= de, v2@2), . . . 9 tt,(a& 
if we take each of ~2, . . . , on equal to the w of Lemma 3.1, it is satisfied as a 
consequence of Lemma 3.3. cl 
3.4 
If 9 is an algebraic theory in the sense of Lawvere, or in the wider sense of 
Linton where infitiitary operations are allowed, the category db of models of F in 
& is not known to be monadic over & except in special cases; namely when & is 
locally-presentable [5], or more generally when & is what has been called WeN- 
bounded [4], or when do’ is locally-presentable [lo]. Therefore we prove two 
separate theorems. 
Theorem 3.5. If T i;s a monad on a category & in which idempotents and supports 
split, the category ~6 of T-algebras is AN?: 
Proof. We use (a) of Theorem 2.4. If (A, e) is a P-algebra in dT, form the 
coequalizer (2.5) in &. Since it is split and hence absolute, Ts, is the coequalizer in 
& of Te and Tp,; it follows by a standard argument hat s, is the coequalizer of e 
and pa in dT; the result follows. 13 
Theorem 3.6. If d is a category in which idempotents and supports split, the category 
Sp” of models in & for a La wvere-Lin ton theory 9 is ARP. 
Proof. The coequalizers ,:a of (2.5) in &, being split and hence absolute, are 
preserved by the functors -1, -Am and hence are coequalizers in .QQ”. Cl 
3.5 
The ARP property does .lot survive a second passage to a category (&T)S of 
algebras for a monad S on such a category & as in Theorem 3.5; even if S is an 
idempotent monad with rank, so that (&T)S is a well-behaved full reflective 
subcategory of dT. The following example is due to John Isbell. 
Let 99 be the category of rings and % the full subcategory of those rings in which 
2 = 0 implies 1 = 0. The reflexion of $9 in %’ leaves 48 unchanged if 2 # 0 in B, and 
otherwise sends it to the zero ring 0 in which 1 = 0. The corresponding monad 
3 -) % + 9 has a rank; in fact it preserves directed colimits. Thus %’ is locally 
presentable; yet it fails to be ARP even for n = 2. The object 26 of % inherits from 
its decomposition 23 x 22 in B a P-algebra structure which of course lives in ‘ig. The 
coequalizers ~1, s2 of (2.5) calculated in B are the projections 26 + 23 and 2~ + 22. 
When we calculate them in %, however, s1 is still the projection &-,2:3 but s2 is 
263 0, the composite of with the reflexion. So the s1 and s2 in % do not 
give a product-represent 
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Since rings are themselves afull reflective subcategory of a functor-category-into 
sets, we con&de that a full reflective subcategory of s$x may fail to be ARP even 
when supports plit in .s$ (indeed, even when s& is sets). 
I - 
. . 
, . 
4. ,Relational syitems and p&al aIg&as - - -- 
. 
4.1 
Considlk:r the diagram-scheme 
cp = 
cd.+ (X,--Y,c--2) (44 
pa Ta 
with obb=ts (xp ja En, 0% ja En, a single object 2, and arrows & r. as shown. If a 
diagram H :Z+ & has a limit, let us write its‘limit-cone as 
Lemma 4,l. Let (A, e) be a P-algebra in an ARP catqory d, consider the coequal- 
izer &agipams (2.5) in d, and define a diagram H dZ+ d by Hka = HZ = A, 
HY, = C,,, Hua = Hr, = sa. Then the limit-cone of H is given by L = An, A, = pa, 
pLo =e. 
Proof, This is clearly the assertion that 
A”c-A 
1 
I I 
5 
A”-dIC 
I7s 
is a pullback; which it is since S is an isomorphism by Theorem 2.4. U 
Now consider a functor F : d + 9’ where 9 is the category of sets. Write 3% for 
the set of subsets of a set S, and for f :A + B in J%? write f* : 9VX + 9FB and 
p : 9FB -) 9FA for the direct-image and inverse-image functions, respectively, 
induced by Ff : FA + FB. Write $ for :the category whose objects~ are pairs (A, Q) 
where A E &‘and*a c EI7A, and whose morphisms (A, a)-i (B, b) are maps f : A 3 B 
satisfying &a c b.. Clearly the product in E of (&, b,) is (&Q& na &&); where 
qQ : ID3 -) & are the product;projections in ;r&,- If the coequ$izer of f, g : A 3 B in 
~ish:B-,G,thatoff,g:(A,a)-,(B,b)inFish:(B,b)9(G,h,b). 
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Proposition 4.2. If d is ARP and if F : d + SPsends each of the limits in Lemma 4.1 
to a weak limit in 9, then p is ARP. 
Proof. A P-structure e on the object (A, a) of fi is also one on the object A of lap, , 
and the coequalizers , . *A + C, of (2.5) give a product-representation of A. The 
corresponding coequalizers in fi are s, : (A, a)+ (Cm, ~,*a), and for this to be a 
product-representation i  fi we need 
f-7 s$s,*a c a; (4.3) 
a 
actually we need equality in (4.3), but the inclusion in the other direction is trivial. 
If y is an element of the left side of (4.3) we have for each a! an X, E a with 
(fia )xa = (Fsa)y. Since F of (4.2) is a weak limit in 9’ there is a z E F(A”) with 
Pa*z = xa and e,z = y. Since xa E a it follows that y belongs to 
ri S,*§a*Q c Q; 
a 
(4.3) 
But (A, a)” = (A”, napEa); and since e : (A, a)” + (A, a) is a map in fi, (4.4) is a 
subset of LZ. Thus y E a, as desired. Cl 
The reader will easily prove: 
Proposition 4.3. The set of functors F : aU + 9 preserving weak limits qf type 3 
contains all representable functors and is closed under products and coproducts. It 
contains GF along witk F, if G : 9 + 3’ has the same property. One ruch e3 is the 
functor sending .4 to 9 4 and f : A + B to the direct-image map f.+- : 9A + PB. 0 
An example provided by .I. Vinfirek shows that, even for F : 9’-, 9, P need not be 
ARP. There is, however, a more general result when we reverse the variances and 
consider pp for F : do” + 9? Here an object of pp is (A, a) where A E & and 
acFA, while a map f:(A,a)+(B,b) in flop is f:A+B in & satisfying f,bca. 
The product of (Ba, 6,) is (nS, Uol qa*ba), and the coequalizer of f, g: (A, a)+ 
(B, 6) is h: (B, b)+ (C, h*b) where h: B + C is the coequalizer off, g in &. 
Proposition 4.4. Let F : do’ 
fiop is ARP. 
+ 9 where idempotents and supports split in d. l%en 
roof. A P-structure e on the object (A, a) of #“” is also one on the object A of d; 
and by Theorem 3.4 the coequalizers a : A + C, of (2.5) give a product-xepresen- 
tation of A and have right inverses w a : Ca +A, We therefore have v :A -*A” with\ 
pcyv = WaSa. Sincle s,ev = sapatl= s,w,s, = s,, we have ev = i a This gives a = v*e,a, 
which is contained in U, v*pa*a since e is a map in pp. Thus a is contained in 
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U aSa*Wa*~; this implies at once that a c UI s,&$z ; and in fact that we have 
equality here, since the inclusion in the other direction is obvious. I-Ience 
sa : (A, a)+ (Ca, ~,*a) is a product representation in Pop. Cl 
‘, ’ , 
4.2 
. 
One generalization of aIgebras over 9 is rdational systems; a model is a set A 
along with subsets of certain powers A” f; that is, with certain pn,-ary relations. We 
can generalize further from 9’ to an arbitrary category & by replacing subset of Ami 
by subset of &(Mi, A), where the Mi are now objects of Is&. 
Given, then, a family (Mi)ipl of objects of sr2, we write %B(M, A) for the 
category # where 
F = C d(M& -)a (4.5) id 
Propositions 4.2 and 4.3 now give: 
Theorem 4.5. If d is ARP so is %W(M, A). Cl 
As an example take & = 9, I = {l}, and Ml a two-element set; and just write @s[ 
for this category %4(M, 9). An object is a set N with a binary relation a, while a 
morphism is an f : A + B such that (fx, fy ) E b whenr:ver (x, y ) rs a. 
This leads to another l&ally-presentable counter-exampIe. It is easy to see that 
BBC is locally presentable; so too is the full reflective subcategory S&HO deter- 
mined by those (A, a) where the relation a is transitive: yet 9%+~tb is not ARP. 
Take B1 = (2, bl) and Bz = (3, bz), where bl is the usu:~l order relation on 2 = (0, 1}, 
while bz is the usual order relation on 3 = (0, 1,2} except that “0 G 2” is deleted 
from b2. Set A = B1 x Bz in 9~4; this decompositior gives A a P-algebra structure 
e, and the coequalizers , of (2.5) are the projectit ::B onto the B,, since these are 
regular epimorphisms and &&’ is ARP. Now A and B1 are in YUP~Q, but Bz is not; 
and A is not the product of & and the reflexion BL of B2 into $*&no. 
4.3 
NOW iet (ki : Li + Mi)icl be a family of monomorphisms in &. Fur each object 
(A, a) of 9W(M, A) write a = C ai where ai c d(Mi, A). We call (A, a) a partial 
k-algebra if, whenever, f, g E ai satisfy fii = gki, we have f = g. We sail it a k- 
algebra if, in addition, every map t : Li + A is fki for some f E ai. These two types of 
objects determine full subcategories S%rk(k, d) and Mg(k, ~4) of 9hdf(M9 A), 
which are clearly closed under products. 
eorem 4.6. Sbrt(k, ~4) is ARP when SB is; sznd &?p(k, s4) is ARP if k 
potents and supports split in &. 
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Proof. We have only to show that the coequalizers , of (2.5) lie in the subcategory 
in question when (A, a) does. 
This is true for the partial algebras. The coequalizer (C,, ca) in %%C(M, J@ has 
for c,i the set of s,f where f E ai. Suppose SJki = sagki for f, g E ai. Define h : Mi + 
A” by pub =f, poh = g for p # (Y. Then h E aj”’ where (A, a)” = (A”, atn)); whence 
eh E ai since e is a map in %de(M, 5&). NOW s,ehki = sspshki = SBgki for p f a ; and 
sc,ehki = sap,hki = sa fki, =sagki by hypothesis. Since J$ is ARP the ss give a 
product-representation, so that ehkc = gki; whence eh = g since eh, g E ai. NOW 
s,g = s,eh = sc,p,h = s,f; as required to prove (Ca, cm) a partial algebra. 
In the case of k-algebras the stronger hypothesis gives a right inverse j for s,; for 
any t : Li + Ca we have jt = fki for some f E ai; now t = sa fki and safe cai, as 
required. q 
5. Finite decompositions 
5.1 
The purpose of this section is to simplify, in the case of finite n, the criterion (c) of 
Theorem 2.4 by showing that we can take fa = g, = 1 for all but one a. This gives 
the result about Cartesian closed categories in Theorem 5.2 below, but if that was all 
we wanted we could get it with less work. Our main goal is rather to get a little 
better insight into what it really means to ask of a category that it be ARP. The 
main result, whose proof will be given in stages, is: 
Theorem 5.1. Let idempotents split in ~4 and let n be finite. Then for & to be ARP is 
equivalent to : 
(d) [f a reflexive pair f, g L + M is such that 
fxl,gxl:LxH+MxH 
has a! split coequalizer, ani if H is of the form & x l l l X Kn, where (L, K2, . . . , Kt ) 
and (M, Kz, . . . , Kn) are in &Feg, then f and g have a coequalizer h : M + N, and 
h x 1 is the coequalizer of the above maps f x 1 and g x 1. 
An immediate consequence is: 
Theorem 5.2. If idempotents split in ~4 and if reflexive pairs have coequalizers 
preserved by - x H for all H, then ti is ARP for finite n. In particular this is SO 
whenever ~4 is Cartesian closed and admits coequalizers. q 
We have no example where J$ admits infinite products and is ARP for finite n 
but not for all n. Nor have we any example where .s$ is ARP for n = 2 but not for all 
finite n ; yet all we can say in a positive way here is given by the partial result below, 
which in some cases reduces the n-case of Theorem 51 to the 2-case. 
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Let us understand regular epimorphism in the more general sense of [S], as the 
simultaneous coequalizer of some (not necessarily small) family of pairs of maps; a 
regular epimorphism in this sense is a coequalizer if it has a kernel-pair, as the 
product-projections qa : HI3 4?, -always do, so that t!+- generalization does not 
alter our definition of &r=,, We have froni [8] that /‘g is+ regular epi.molphis,m if f is ‘ _ 
a regular epimorphism and g is a retraction; whiie if ;fg is ti regular,epim&phism so 
is f, provided that g is an epimorphism. 
Proposition 5.3. Suppose & has the property that, whenever p : A -) B and q : A + C 
are regular epimorphisms, so is p x 1: A x C + B X C. Then when (L, Kz, . . . , &) is 
in d,“,,, (L, K2 X 8 9 l )(: Kn) is in &&,. 
Proof. If we show that (L, KZ x &, Kq, . . . , K,,) is in &&$ we have a proof by 
induction. Write A for L X K2 X K3 X + * . x Kn, with p for its projection onto &. We 
have a commutative diagram 
LxAxK3xK4x-xK,‘s-Ax& 
I 1 
lxpxlx.‘*xl 
I I 
PXl 
LxK2~K3xKqx’.‘~Kn---,Kz~Kj r 
where s and r are the obvious projections. Here s is n retraction since A X KS has a 
map into .A and hence into L and every K,; and 1 :I< p x 1 X l l l X 1 is a retraction 
with right inverse sending x = (xl, . . . , x,) to (xl, x, ~3, . . . , x,). Since p X 1 is a 
regular epimorphlism by hypothesis, so is r, as desired, El 
5.2 
To begin the proof of Theorem 5.1, let (A, e)Abe a P-algebra, and use R, as a 
neutral letter to denote either A’@ or A. If RL is :_. second determination of the 
“variables” R,, let r, : R, + RL denote one of the’fc,llowing four maps: the identity 
of A” or the identity of A or e : A” + A or pa : A” + A. Recall the definition (3.1) of 
a splitting for an ordered pair of maps. 
Proposition 5.4, T;he maps 
exlxo--xl 
AnxRZx--xl? np~lAXR~~* l l xRn 
admit a canonical splitting ii, which is natural in the sense that we have com- 
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Proof. We components v,, using element-notation. We set 
u,(a, b2, . . . , b,)=b, fora>l, 
and 
ul(a, 62,. . . , bn)=(a,w,w,...,w); 
here 
w = e(a, z2b2,. . . , z&d, 
where z= = lifR,==Awhilez,=eifR, = A”. The reader will easily verify, using 
Lemma 3.3, that 0’ has the desired properties. Cl 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 5.1. It follows from Theorem 2.4(c) that 
ARP implies (d); so we henceforth ussume (d), and prove the converse in the form 
of Theorem 2.4(b). 
First observe that e, pa : A” + A is a reflexive pair; for (2.2) and the definition of 
6A give 
eaA = pp6A = 1. 61) 
Since (A”, R1, . . . , R,) and (A, Rs, . . . , R,) are in .G& c &I$,, and since idem- 
potents split in de, it follows from (d) and Proposition 5.4 that e, pl have 
a coequalizer sl:A+Cl such that s1xlx. l ~x1:AxR2x~~-xR,+ 
C1xRZx--- X R, is the coequalizer of p1 X 1 X - - - X 1 and e X 1 X - - - X 1. Similiarly 
with 1 replaced by cy, and the coequalizer s, :A + C, of pa and e. 
We prove by induction on m that 
+c1x* - xC,,,XR,,,+~X~~~XR~ 
isthecoequalizerof pl~~~~xp2x1x~~~x1 
and eX* **Xr%lX* * *xl; 
(5.2) 
then the case m = n gives the desired result. 
Replacing 1 by m + 1 in Proposition 5.4, using the naturality of the splittings 
given there, and passing to the quotient by (5.2), we conclude that there is a 
splitting for 
1xax1 
Cl x - ~~xC,XA”~R,,,+~X~~~XR~ 7 clx- - ~Z’,,,XAXR,,,,.~ 
lXPm+l~l 
xm * -xR,; (5.3) 
once we assure ourselves that the n-ads whose products appear in (5.3) lie in J&‘~,, 
we can ccnclude from (d) and the splitting of idempotents in d that (5.3) has the 
coequalizer 1 X s,+~ x 1. Since all the coequalizers in question are of reflexive pairs, 
the inductive step from m to (m + 1) in (5.2) then follows from Johnstone’s Lemma 
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([6] Lemma 8.15 or [7] Lemma 0.17), which sh3;Ws that the diagonal ,$-$ X$ is 
final if 2 is the diagram-scheme for reflexive coequalizers. 
The projections from the domain or codomain of (5.3) onto A”, or A, or R,, are 
retractions, since there are maps from A and s\I” onto each of the factors. The 
projection r of, say, the domaino%@ ZS)onto ~CZ, composed with- the-epimorphism 
(52) in the case R,+i * A”: is, .the: ti&p&ite sGf & &t +prdj’e&oh ~ZX ; .* , x ,A x 
AnxR,,,+,x- x R, + A, which is again a retraction for similar reasons, with the 
regular epimorphism s1 : A + Cl. Hence t is a regular epimorphism, as desired. U 
6. Idempotents split in the pointed connected homotopy category 
6.1 
In a forthcoming paper of A. Heller and P.J. Freyd it will be shown that 
idempotents do not split in the category of all CW-complexes and homotopy classes 
of maps; they give a counter-example by showing that they do not split in the 
category of groups and conjugacy-classes of homomorphisms. However they do 
split in the category 8 of pointed connected CW-complexes and pointed homotopy 
classes of pointed maps; the following proof was kindly provided by J.F. Adams. 
The discussion below takes place in the pointed topological (not homotopy) cate- 
gory of such complexes; all homotopies are pointed. We may take e below to be 
cellu‘ ir. 
An endomorphism e : A -, A gives rise to a mapping cylinder M for which the 
domain and codomain embeddings do, & : A --) M and the canonical projection 
p : M + A satisfy 
pa0 = e, pal= 1, alp--l. (6.1) 
We get a diagram 
in which the bottom line is the “telescope” of the maps in the top line; here each 
square is homotopy-commutative, d, is an embedding which is a homotopy- 
equivaletlce, and Un is an embedding. Explicitly, we start by taking KO = A, & = My 
ug= do, and aI as in (6.1); while for the inductive step we take Kn+l as the pushout 
of 8, : A + Kn and a0 :A +M, with Un the inclusion and a,-+1 induced by (33 :A +M 
We write K for the direct limit (the union) of the Km, with inclusions on : M, -+ K, 
If e is idempoteot in X the homotopy e2 = e gives a map h : M + A with 
and Pz& := e. This gives maps wn : ,Kn + A with wn+lUn = wn and w,& = e; whence a 
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map w : K + A of the colimit, with WV,, = wn, and with WQ,&, = e. In particular 
wvO = e, (6.3) 
If we show that vOw is a homotopy-equivalence we are done; for then e2 = e gives 
v0wv0wv0w =vowvow; whence UOW = 1, and e splits in 2% It suffices by Whitehead’s 
theorem to show that vow induces an isomorphism of homotopy groups. 
6.2 
Write x for n(A), the sequence of homotopy groups of A, and E for w(e), etc. 
When we identify & with A” via &, we may identify K, which is the direct limit of 
the E,, with the direct limit of 
If in the category of graded groups the idempotent Z splits as Z =is where sj is the 
identity map of C, the sequence (6.4) has colimit C with each generator of the 
coiimit-cone being s : A” + C. So we may as well take C = z; then each fin is s, each 
& is e’, and $ = i. Thus CO@ = sj = 1, an isomorphism as required. 
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